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Newly commissioned from the 
ranks, Second Lieutenant Nelson 

Mansergh is one of the Bengal 
Artillery’s most junior officers, 

responsible for keeping the cantonment 
free of ‘nuisances’. But with the outbreak of 

another war against the Seikhs he leaves his wife, Julia, to 
join the Army of the Punjaub as its Estates and Wills officer; 
just in time for the bloody battle of Chillianwallah.
In the aftermath of the battle, Mansergh realises that the 
Bengal Army’s European soldiers are being bilked of their 
meagre savings – but by whom, and why? His search takes 
him from the plains of the Punjaub to the bungalows of 
Simlah, to the steamy dufters of Fort William in Calcutta in 
a quest that could see the ruin of Bengal’s shaky economy. 
And all the while Mansergh suffers from what Surgeon 
Frankford calls ‘Alienation’ – the traumatic psychic effects 
of long service – and Julia seems to have taken to bhang, and 
is flirting with the caddish Captain Gresham … is this the 
end of Mansergh’s career?

Peter Stanley is Research Professor at UNSW 
Canberra. One of Australia’s most active 
military historians, as well as writing on 
Australian military history he has published on 
the military social history of British India. His 
books include White Mutiny: British Military 
Culture in India 1825-1875 and Hul! hul!: The 
Santal Rebellion, 1855. Alienation is the second 
novel in the Mansergh saga.
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Part I

Umballah

“AH, THE FINAL page! Read it, Mr. Mansergh, my love, and 
we can have a little more sherry before bed.”

Mansergh bent to the firelight – necessary in the chill of a 
north Indian December – as it flickered over them. 

“Scrooge was better than his word. He did it all, and infinitely 
more; and to Tiny Tim –”

Julia joined in, ‘Who did not die!”

She hugged herself, tightening her shawl around her shoulders 
and smiling at her favourite line of literature, for reasons they both 
understood. Mansergh smiled back at her, recognising that it was 
his own survival, not Tiny Tim’s, that she thought of in Dickens’s 
line, and continued.

“… He became as good a friend, as good a master, and as 
good a man as the old City knew, or any –”

It was a moment of shared happiness such that they seemed 
not to have enjoyed lately. Mansergh stopped and lowered the 
book, realising to his dismay that Julia’s shoulders were shaking. 

“My dear! What is it?” 

She raised a face suddenly smeared with tears. Taking off her 
spectacles and wiping her cheeks, she said, “Oh, Mr Mansergh, it 
is always so. The final words of A Christmas Carol remind me of 
that dreadful time at Firozpore …”
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Alienation Part II - Chillianwallah

As ever, Gough spoke as if he was to accomplish the victory 
personally. It was only partly affectation. No-one could impugn his 
courage even if they doubted his judgment. Here, as at Feroz’Shah, 
Gough’s army faced a powerful Seikh force occupying a strong 
defensive position. The assembled officers, most of them seasoned 
campaigners in India, some veterans of Moodkee and Feroz’Shah, 
and well aware of what the morning would bring, cheered.

Gough allowed them to cheer for a time, then raised his hand 
and spoke again.

“We shall move toward the enemy line in columns of 
companies, one hundred yards apart, division by division” – he 
nodded at his divisional commanders – “Gilbert and Campbell” – 
and at his infantry brigadiers – “Godby, Mountain, Pennycuick 
and Hoggan”. Officers nodded in acknowledgment as they were 
named. “The Bengal Artillery will of course accompany the 
infantry, and cavalry brigades under Colonels White and Pope will 
guard our flanks.” It was a simple plan, as simple as it could be. 
The officers cheered again. What could have been an opportunity 
to explain and refine a plan, even to challenge and better it, had 
turned into a rally of cheering and back-slapping. 

Mansergh saw with silent dismay that many questions that 
could be asked would not be. He did not see how such a formation 
could be maintained in such country, exactly how the artillery was 
to support the attacking infantry, nor what the supporting cavalry 
was actually to do. And what arrangements were to be made for 
supply, and water – and for the wounded? He mentally shrugged. 
He had no training in the management of general actions: he had 
only survived several. 

As the officers dispersed Gough noticed him.

“Lieutenant Mansergh!”

“Sir.”

“You brought me a Seikh sword before my victories at 
Moodkee and Feroz’Shah.”

“I did, sir.”

“Your duty in the coming days will not permit you to obtain 
another, I fear.”

“No, sir.” Gough must know even the work of the least 
significant of the officers of his headquarters.

His job would begin once the fighting had ended. Gough 
dismissed him with a comradely nod.

THE NEXT MORNING, Mansergh woke in the dawn chill, 
tormented by the familiar ache in his right shoulder-blade. He 
found Gough’s army preparing again to march toward the Seikh 
entrenchments, somewhere ahead of them. 

On the morning of 13 January, which as the army took its time 
to get under orders became a warm cold weather day, under a clear 
blue sky, the bugles and drums called the Army of the Punjaub to 
order and Gough’s army stepped out to confront the Seikh host. 

As Mansergh had seen in the earlier Seikh war, Gough’s 
unwieldy army took time to get into order, and by the time the 
trailing columns were in motion the first units were stopping for 
a frugal tiffin. Soon, the noise of scrappy firing came from the 
foremost piquets to the east. The cavalry leading the advance had 
run into their Seikh counterparts and in the early afternoon the 
jungle before them became peppered with little fights in the high 
scrub. The columns of infantry and artillery came on behind them.

Mansergh, a staff officer but without a horse, stood with a 
gaggle of other junior officers, many doing administrative jobs 
like his, beside a dirty mud-brick hut on a small rise near a village, 
where Gough had established his headquarters. Gough and his 
staff occupied a larger house nearby – they could see orderlies 
and aides de camp arriving and departing. Mansergh limped up 
to the throng of officers on the rickety roof of the hut and looked 
out toward the jungle. Like him they were merely spectators, and 
Mansergh pushed in beside two commissariat officers, one of 
whom offered him a paper packet of nuts. 

The village, which Mansergh eventually learned was called 
Chillianwallah, stood on a low rise about three miles from the 
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“And for dessert … I would like … hay … tree-fruit … 
blancmange – Oh!” Julia’s hands covered her mouth. “Oh, no, I 
meant strawberry white eating. Oh! No!”

“Sacre bleu, Madam! You spoke the name of the deesh! Le 
straw-berry blancmange! I claim my forfeit!”

“A kiss!” The judge’s wife called out.

Mansergh had no idea what ‘blancmange’ was, or what Julia’s 
gibberish meant, but he was more concerned at what seemed like 
an indecorous penalty. There was nothing to be done but to smile 
gamely as Gresham twirled Julia about again and she curtsied and 
pointed to her cheek as Gresham kissed her momentarily.

It dawned on Mansergh that this game was hardly 
spontaneous: Julia and that ass Gresham must have been planning 
it during dinner. 

THEY RETURNED TO Sanjowli very late, the sisters and the 
Colonel in jampans, their bearers waiting patiently for the few 
pice they would receive for the carry of several miles through 
the darkness. Mansergh, smarting after what he believed were 
Gresham’s deliberate insults – and Julia seemingly conniving at 
them – followed by pony. He was to leave early the next morning 
and slept separately to Julia. He lay awake, stewing on his supposed 
humiliation – ‘O what a tangled web’ indeed! – tormented by his 
aching shoulder. 

He left before dawn after a perfunctory farewell with Julia 
silent and sleepy, still drowsy from the Colonel’s wine. He rode 
away, profoundly unhappy at the circumstances of his departure, 
the letter for Napier and the parcel for Pryse’s agent securely in 
the valise strapped to his saddle. He was to ride as far as Kalka, 
take a dawk gharry to Allahabad and then by river-steamer for 
Calcutta; weeks away.

Part IV

The Saraswati

THE STEAMER GHAT at Allahabad baked in the morning 
sun. No other passengers had boarded the steamer Saraswati and 
its ‘flat’, the passenger-barge it would tow down-river. With the 
heat advancing across the country no one who did not need to – 
who had not been ordered to – would be travelling. Mansergh 
stood under the awnings stretched over the flat’s upper deck, 
careful to stand in the shade even early in the morning, looking 
down at the gang-way, where a gaggle of convalescents shuffled 
aboard, happy to be getting away. He watched as a string of five 
dhoolies jogged onto the ghat, followed by a couple of baggage 
gharries carrying bags and chests. It seemed that sick or wounded 
men were to join the steamer. A hundred yards away, a black-clad 
civilian in a mushroom topee visited each dhoolie, presumably a 
chaplain offering a few words of comfort.

Sweating dhoolie-bearers carried aboard two men on 
stretchers. Mansergh saw the white of bandages – more a 
discoloured grey; they were frugally re-used, of course. Two men 
walked aboard, each supported – no, each held fast – by a man in 
uniform, a hospital steward. One patient was carried aboard in a 
covered dhoolie. It took a good half hour to get them aboard and 
see their dunnage stowed. They were to occupy the flat’s stern 
deck, sheltered under a canvas awning that reached down to 
within a couple of feet of the railing. Mansergh swung down the 
companion-way steps leading to the main deck, standing aside 
as coolies carried stores aboard at the direction of a shirt-sleeved 
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Alienation Part VII - Simla

his breath came in shallow gasps he knew betokened anxiety. Was 
it possible that Colonel Pryse, his patron and mentor, was involved 
in a scheme to bilk men in some way? And was it possible that 
the scheme was this Light fund – and was McGuire’s fund? And 
who had asked him to arrest Chudley? Colonel Pryse. Mansergh’s 
heart sank.

MANSERGH AT LAST returned to the packet of papers that 
Hartcher’s baboo had transcribed in the Town Major’s dufter 
in Fort William. He had worked over it on the Burrampooter but 
between his fever on the way from Allahabad and his travails with 
Bridget, Julia and the Brackens, he had neglected it.

Now he opened the carpet-bag and took out the envelope, an 
untidy pile of paper of different sizes and even colours. The papers 
were in disorder, now even more so. McArter had probably stuffed 
them back into the envelope when he had packed his things on 
leaving the steamer – Mansergh had not been well enough to do 
so, or care.

He reached over to take a swig of a lotah of water, knocking 
the stack of paper over as he did. The pile fell in a heap on the floor 
upside down. As he stooped and gathered them up Mansergh 
noticed that Hartcher’s baboo had frugally used paper that in 
many cases had already been written or printed on. He surmised 
that McArter had obtained a quantity of used paper from the 
printer in Dacres Lane and had sold it on to the baboo. Mansergh 
smiled grimly at this reminder of the way business was done in 
India. He placed the papers on the table before him, smoothing 
out the wrinkled sheets. While Mansergh was vitally interested 
in the details scribed on one side of the sheets, his attention was 
caught for the moment on the reverse.

He leafed through the pile of papers. It included proof sheets 
of tradesmen’s invoices, play bills, invitations, pro formas for 
the military departments – the Military Auditor-General and the 
Adjutant-General – and even sheets of the pages of books – he 
recognised the pages of the Bengal List. But what caught Mansergh’s 
eye was a pro forma printed on a small sheet of buff paper. It too 

was a proof, and a rejected one at that – it had been printed askew 
on the sheet, and smeared to boot. No wonder the sheet had been 
discarded. But it was what it was that caused Mansergh to sweep 
it off the pile and hold it up toward the lamp. 

Samuel’s Light Fund 
I …………..…….. of the Hon. Company’s ………….….…. Regt/Coy/Tp

Being of COMPETENT and SOUND MIND do GIVE and BEQUEATH 
my estate entire to the benefit of SAMUEL’S LIGHT FUND by the 
grace of Almighty GOD

Accepting JESUS as my LORD and SAVIOUR and trusting in the 
FULL and CERTAIN HOPE of RESURRECTION to accomplish the 
WORK of CHRIST the KING.

Without prejudice.
……………. HIS MARK

Witness ………………

Dated this ………. Day of …………, 184_ 

At …………………….. Bengal

ENDORSED AND APPROVED …………….

…………………………….. Attendg Surgn 

“For thou art my lamp, O LORD: and the LORD will lighten my 
darkness. For by thee I have run through a troop. 

By my GOD have I leaped over a wall.”

Mansergh sat back, grimly satisfied that he had at last 
discovered that S. Light was Samuel. But Samuel Light was not 
a man – no wonder Mansergh had searched for him in vain. 
Samuel Light was a thing, not a person. This form must have been 
filled out at a sick or dying man’s bedside and sent to … whom? 
Hartcher! Of course! He controlled the records – he ran the Town 
Major’s dufter! It would be the easiest thing for him to obtain 
forms completed by sick and dying soldiers, induced to sign – or, 
rather, make their marks – by hospital serjeants and others in on 
the game. Once again the figure of Hospital Serjeant Ferry – and 
his watch – passed across Mansergh’s mind. As their victims were 
as like as not both illiterate and ill, then dead, why did a man have 


